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The Explorer Program has released three solicitations for new science investigations:


- **Explorer U.S. Participating Investigators** Program Element for the Research Opportunities in Space and Earth Sciences 2010 NRA (EX2011 USPI ROSES PE) – EXUSPI.
Goals today are to:

• provide an overview of the
  – EX2011 AO, the
  – EX2011 MO SALMON PEA, and the
  – EX2011 USPI ROSES PE

• provide an overview of the evaluation, categorization, and selection process

• address questions.
Please address questions to NASA HQ:

HQ-Explorers@mail.nasa.gov

Questions may be submitted until 14 days before the proposal due date. It is expected that all questions and answers will be posted at the Explorer Acquisition site: http://explorers.larc.nasa.gov/EX/ex_FAQs.html
In the morning, speakers are:

- Program Scientist    Wilt Sanders    HQ
- Acquisition Scientist  Barbara Giles     HQ
- Acquisition Manager     Gloria Hernandez    LaRC
- Deputy Program Mgr     Joseph Dezio     GSFC
- Launch Vehicle Mgr     Garrett Skrobot    KSC
In the afternoon, speakers are:

- Export Control Paula Geisz HQ
- Office of External Relations Chris Giuliani HQ
- Communications & Navigation Margaret Caulfield HQ
- ISS Payloads Office Jason Cusan HQ
- Balloon Program Office Dave Gregory Wallops
• Answers to questions received prior to the Workshop are included in presentations and/or presented during the Q&A session.
• Questions submitted today will be addressed as time permits and as appropriate answers can be generated.
• Please use the cards provided and submit your questions in writing so that we may best understand your intent.
• WebEx users please e-mail questions to: HQ-Explorers@mail.nasa.gov.
• Presentations and Q&A will be posted on the acquisition web site:

http://Explorers.larc.nasa.gov/EX